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French, Bit By Bit Multimedia Level 1
Martine Peters - Université du Québec à Montréal

Product at a glance
Product type

Tutorial, exercises and tests

Language

French

Level

Beginner, adolescent or adult

Activities

Multiple-choice, vocabulary learning

Media Format

1 CD-ROM

Operating system

Windows 95, 98, ME, NT, 2000

Hardware
requirements

Pentium II

RAM

16 MB

Hard Disk Space

140 MB

CD-ROM

8x

Sound

Accelerated video card and sound card,
headset or speakers

Video

640 x 480, 256 colors

Documentation
Online

Quick introductory course as well as explanations for each
component of the program

Price

Single user: $44.99
Site license: 5 users for $124.99, 25 users for $312.99

General Description
French, Bit By Bit Multimedia Level 1 is produced by Tutor Enterprises and authored by R. Gaiero. The
software is divided into 30 different "books". Each book reviews different grammar points or
vocabulary themes. The product deals with beginner-level grammar points (pronouns, the
verbs être et avoir, etc.) and high frequency vocabulary items (body parts, food, family, etc.). A
French-English dictionary is available and includes the pronunciation of all words. An English-French
dictionary is also included.

The user is guided through a tutorial explaining the basic rules, after which a series of exercises is
provided. The exercise types include multiple choice, true-false, fill-in-the-blanks, matching, and
hotspot questions. Once the exercises have been completed, learners can verify their knowledge by
taking a test. The tests contain either all the questions seen in the exercises or a random sampling.
Results of the test can then be produced on a certificate for the learner.

There is no printed installation information. Instead, this is supplied in the install.txt file to which the
user is directed by the printed brochure distributed with the software. The help menu which is
provided guides the learner through the various menus and offers a quick introduction to the software.
The interface is entirely in English.

The authors claim that this software will teach users the fundamentals of French as they interact with
images, voices, explanations, questions and exercises.
Evaluation
Technological features
French, Bit By Bit was installed on Windows 2000 and Windows NT. The automatic installation
procedure described in the install.txt did not function properly on these two systems even though the
brochure claimed that it would. However, manual installation of the software was successful and all
features were functional. Once installed, the program ran without crashes or stalls of any kind. The
speed of the program is excellent, except when the tests are generated, which takes approximately
four minutes.

The interface is relatively simple with six buttons that remain the same throughout the different
books. The <Exit> button closes the program while the <Library> button can be used to choose
between the lessons. The <Back> and <Next> buttons serve to navigate back and forth through the
explanations and the different books. A <Help> button is available, though only within the library. The
<Content> button brings up an index of books and pages allowing the student to leave the current
page, go to another area and then return to the same page. The <French Accents> button opens a
clipboard containing all the French accented letters which can be copied and pasted by the student as
needed.

Activities (Procedure)
The activities presented in this program can be classified as instructional. All the books are
constructed on the same model. Each starts with a lesson, continues with exercises and finishes with a

test. For example, lesson 20 deals with adjectives. The student will start by reading through the
lesson which explains what adjectives are, what they mean and how they are used (Figure 1).
Examples of the agreement of adjectives in gender and number are shown (Figure 2). Then a list of
common adjectives is given to the students (Figure 3). The students can choose to listen to each of
these adjectives being pronounced (Figure 3).

Adjectives are words that describe a person or a thing.
example: the green door, the friendly dog, a French name
describes the door _I describes the dog _I describes the name _I
IN FRENCH, THE ADJECTIVE ALWAYS
AGREES WITH THE NOUN IN IS MODIFYING.
This means that the adjective takes on a masculine form or
a feminine form depending on the gender of the noun.
It also transforms into singular and plural forms in order
to be like the noun it is accompanying or modifying.
examples =>
Figure 1

MASCULINE & FEMININE
Notice how the adjective intelligent agrees with the feminine noun it
is modifying:
(1) Paul est intelligent.
(2) Marie est intelligente.
(1) Paul = masculine/singular => intelligent
(2) Marie = feminine/singular => intelligent + e
FOR THE FEMININE FORM, ADD E TO THE
MASCULINE FORM OF THE ADJECTIVE.
THIS IS NOT NEEDED IF IT ALREADY ENDS IN A SILENT E
[Example: riche]
Figure 2

COMMON ADJECTIVES
click for note on nationalities ending in e
américain American aimable kind

chaud warm, hot difficile difficult, hard
espagnol Spanish facile easy
fatigué tired large wide
froid cold riche rich, wealthy
grand big, tall rouge red
intelligent smart triste sad
intéressant interesting vide empty
joli pretty
laid ugly ending in s
petit small, tiny anglais English
plein full français French
sûr sure, certain gris grey
Figure 3

Users then answer a few questions to see if they have understood the explanations or if further review
of the tutorial is necessary. Once these few questions have been completed, the learner can choose to
continue the exercise, consult the dictionaries or review the topic. At the end of the exercise, the
student is again offered the choice of consulting the dictionaries, taking the test on adjectives,
reviewing the material, or going on to the next book.

The lessons focus on syntax, pronunciation and lexis. The range of exercises is very limited with
repetition of the same types of exercises (true-false, multiple choice, put in order, fill-in-blanks,
hotspot). Furthermore, the exercises in verbs conjugation, the pronunciation of vowels and nasal
sounds, and vocabulary learning are in no special order. However, some questions in the exercises
refer to elements learned in previous lessons.

The language skills targeted include listening and writing. Students can listen to the pronunciation of
certain words or sentences by pressing an icon. They are required to write one word or very short
answers while doing exercises.

Teacher Fit
French, Bit By Bit does not specify which teaching approach it uses. However, it is clearly a
conventional inductive grammar-based approach in which rules are presented and then followed up
with fill-in-the-blank exercises. The program is strictly an introduction to basic concepts and can be
used to do much of the drills and exercises that need to be done when learning a language. While the
author claims that students will learn as they interact with images, voices, explanations, questions and
exercises, the program is neither learner-centered or communicative. Interactivity is limited to clicking
on images to bring up a text box or to navigate to other places. The student's only possibility of
interaction with images or explanations is to click on them to hear a voice pronounce the word and/or
see the word and its definition.

When teaching French, the teacher has to decide whether the socio-cultural reality presented will be
from France or from Canada. In this computer program, the accent of the speaker is from France, as
are many cultural aspects. For example, the vegetables in French Canada would not be
called poivron or pomme de terre but would be called piment and patate. However, there are few of
these differences and the author seems to have taken care to present vocabulary that can be
understood in both settings.

A surprising choice made by the author is the use of English. In most lessons, as in the following one,
all the explanations are given in English with examples in French (Figure 4).

The circumflex accent ^ usually has replaced an ancient S after an vowel which
became silent long ago in French. It now forms part of modern spelling. The
ancient form is in brackets. It was the ancient form that often passed
into English.
fête [feste] feast
tête [teste]
forêt [foreste] forest
fenêtre [fenestre]
hâte [haste] haste
pâte [paste] paste
bâtir [bastir] baste
île [isle] isle
côte [cote] coast
hôpital [hospital] hospital
Figure 4

The use of the students' first language in the explanations is questionable but further use of English in
the questions makes the whole test too simple (Figure 5).

Do the following words require
a grave accent [

`

] on the red letter e?

reste appelle jettent terre
Oui – yes
Non - no
Figure 5

The visuals are clear, and colours are used to show differences between concepts. For example,
singular articles are red while the plural are blue.
Learner Fit
The computer program cannot be modified or adapted by the teacher to accommodate different
learner levels or needs. Question type and order are the same for all students. However, the
advantage of this type of software is to let students, be they more advanced or in need of
remediation, progress at their own rhythm, skip some lessons or repeat them. The photos used are
appropriate for high school students, showing adolescents interacting in classroom.

Tests are always at the end of the unit. The test items are identical to those seen in the lesson, which
makes them rather redundant. Extra questions should have been written to give the student variety
and a chance to learn even more. All test items are similar: multiple choice, matching pairs, or
true/false. There is no link between questions and no specific order. The feedback received by the
student varies very little "Super, Exact, Extra, Parfait" and is accompanied by a little music. An
interesting feature of the software is the feedback received when the answer is incorrect. The correct
answer is given with an explanation of the rule indicating not only where a student has made a
mistake but also what the mistake is and how to correct it. At the end of the test, a sheet appears
with the student's results.

French, Bit By Bit is not a program that should be integrated in the classroom. It would best be used
as a tutorial for individuals who need extra information on a lesson given by the teacher or by
students who are progressing more rapidly than the rest of the group. Either way, motivated students
who are willing to work individually will benefit most from this program.
Summary
French, Bit By Bit would be a good program for a beginning student who is very motivated and would
do the exercises. The fundamentals of French could be learned this way. In the context of a
classroom, the program would soon become tedious for use in a large group but could however be
used for self-paced practice, especially for vocabulary learning.

Scaled rating: (1 low - 5 high)
Implementation possibilities: 3
Pedagogical features: 2
Socio-Linguistic accuracy: 4
Use of computer capabilities : 3
Ease of use: 5
Over-all evaluation : 3
Value for money: 2.5
Producer Details
Tutor Enterprises
In Canada: 15 Ziraldo Road, St. Catharines, On L2N 6S7
In USA: 2315 Whirpool St. Suite 238 Niagara Falls, NY 14305
Phone & Fax : 905-937-4130
Email: tutorent@primus.ca or tutorent@yahoo.com
WWW: http://www.softwareforlanguages.com
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